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About This Game

Your adventure starts when you get stranded on a tropical island. This is your island, your adventure! Do whatever you like! It's
the ultimate Sandbox sim! Do you like Animal Crossing or Harvest Moon? Castaway Paradise is the game for you!
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FUN ACTIVITIES

You can spend your days doing fun activities such as catching bugs and fishing. Try to make a bigger catch than your friends
and make your collections complete!

GROW PLANTS

Farm your own home-grown fresh crops! Rake the ground, plant the seeds and give them some water. You can also decorate
your island with beautiful plants and flowers or grow fruit trees.

CREATE YOUR OWN OUTFIT

Endlessly combine outfits, hats, dresses, shoes and other clothing to reflect your personality, or create a funny outfit just for the
laughs!

DECORATE YOUR ISLAND

After the devastating storm, the island needs some renovation! You can place items from a lot of different theme packs and
make the island your idea of paradise!
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HELP THE VILLAGERS OUT

Befriend the quirky villagers and help them by engaging on quests for them. They will reward you with great gifts! You can also
just chat with them to get to know them better.

HOLIDAYS AND EVENTS

Throughout the year, special events and holidays will occur like Christmas and Halloween. Around the winter holidays for
example, the island will be covered in snow, and you can help the villagers by decorating all the houses and the rest of the island.
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I would completely recommend this game to Animal Crossing fans if it weren't for one thing:
This game has bugs. The game breaking kind.

If you play the beta (that is, controller support) you will eventually get locked inside your house.
When I stop playing the beta I can leave my house, but I still can't turn in an important quest to the mayor, so I can no longer
progress the game. Not to mention the many, many non game breaking bugs.

The developers used to be very vocal and helpful, but they've gone silent on these issues, not answering questions or concerns
for about a year now. Others have my same problems, and at the moment it doesn't feel like they'll fix any of them.

I had planned on eventually buying copies for my aunt, sister and girlfriend as the game is very good.
Do not buy this game. It is broken.

I will be requesting a refund.. Requires you to wait a lot like a mobile app
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